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Bipartitional polynomials are multivariable polynomials 
Y ,“,*=Ynln(CYOI~CYlorCY,I~..-rCYlnn)r Ck’Ck, 
defined by a sum over ail partitions of the bpartite number (mn). Recurrence relations, 
generating functions and some basic properties or these polynomials are given. Applications in 
Combinatorics and Statistics are briefiy indicated.. 
Introduction 
Partition polynomials have been introduced and studied by Bell [l, 27; they are 
multivariable polynomials defined by a sum over all partitions of their indexes. 
Riordan [6,7] called Bell polynomials the partition polynomials associated with 
the derivatives of a composite function; he discussed several applications of these 
polynomials in Combinatorics, Statistics and Number theoIT. Other properties 
and statistical applications have been discussed by the author [3]. Touchard [8] in 
his work on the cycles of permutations generalized the Bell polynomials in order 
to be able to study some problems of enumeration of thi permutatio~ns when tllr 
cycles possess certain properties. 
A natural generalization of the Bell partition polynomi& are the bipartitional 
polynomials which are the subject of this paper. The ide:a of using, kipartitional 
functions in Statistics goes back to R A. Fisher [4]. 
The bipartitional polynomials, denoted by 
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;ue defined by the #sum 
y mn 
tn ! n! ck 
k,),! k,,! k*1! l l * k,,! 
(2.1) 
ever all partitions of the bipartite number (nwt), the + is over all solutions in 
non-negative integers of the equations: 
tn 
cd kii = UI, i j E kii = n ; 
i=l j=O i=l i-0 
k is the number of parts in the partition. Note :ihat by -,ubstituting y, by y,, in the 
expression of Y_ we get Ynm. 
Using the umbra1 calculus we may obtain from (2.1) the exponential generating 
function of these polynomials 
Y(l-4, u)= 2 2 U,.~~~=exp[c(y(u, ?.I)-y(O,O)}], 
n=O m=O . . 
(2.2) 
from which we may easily deduce the r-ecurrenize relation 
(2.3) 
an’d the following properties 
Ymn(cby,,, Cayl~, caby,,, * * * 3 ca”‘b”y,,,n) 
(2.4) 
= (2mbnYnln(CYo*, CYl(h CY]l. . . . , cy,,,,), 
x 3(,n-r.n-s(YOl, Y;O yl17 l -. , y - _ ) m r,n s 9. (2.5) 
Y,,W = ;T Y,r,,,c- yi, - Yw(~Y,(u), MY,, . . , cxy,,(u)), ak =a(yk (2.6) 
n- 0 I . 
\A here 
*k = ck exp [ChW - y,(O)}], 
md V,., = Y,,,hx,, ax2, _ . . , ax,,), ak = ak, the l3tll (unipartitional) polynomials. 
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The derivatives of the comp&te function h(s, t) = f(g(s, I)) expressed in terms 
of the derivatives of the component function:3 form a set of bipartitional pclyno- 
mials, that is, with 
h mn =a”E k(s, t), atn asm g,, =-g-g gb, 07 
f 
dk 
k =s u f( )I u=&,t,, 
CW 
we have 
h mn = ymn t&o17 f&o7 fg1,7 - l l , fgnm), f” = fk. cw 
The proof of (2.8) may be carried out by following Riordan’s technique [6, 
pp. 34-371 with the necessary modifications. 
Thi: result has a direct use in Statistics in expressing the probabilities and 
moments of a generalized random variable (r.v) in terms of the pr&dbWes and 
moment3 of the generalizing r.v.‘s; indeed, if 2 and (X, Y) are independent 
discrete r.v.‘s with probability generating functions (p.g.f.‘s) f(u) md g(s, f) 
respectively, then the r-v. (V, W) with p.g.f. h(s, t) = f!g(s, t)) is called a 
generalized r.v. The probability function of (V, v.9 by Sfferentiating h and using 
(2.8) may be obtained in the form 
Pk,, = P(X = k, Y = r), PO0 = f h*). 
The f:Worial moments ptrn nj = E[( V), l (w),] may be obtained as 
with txtkj al)d &,+ the factorial moments of ;I: and (X, Y) respectively. 
TWI classes of bipartitional polynomiais, vthich are an important feature of 
many combinatorial and statistical problems. will be briefly discussed in the 
sequel. They are obtained from (2.1) by specifying the sequence ck, k = 
0, 1,2, . . . . Letting ck = 1, k = 0, 1,2, . . . , the generating function (2.2) reduces to 
the exponential function Y(M. II) = exp (y(u, II) - ~(0, 0)) and the polynomials 
Y,,,,(Yo~, ylov YW. . . 9 Y,,,) may be call e expcnentrzil (bipartiGona1) polynomials. d 
For co = 0, ck = (-l)k-‘(k - l)!, k = 1,2, . . . the generating fur&on (2.2) becomes 
a logarithmic function L( u, u) = log [ I + (y ( U, cj - y (0,0))7 and the corresponding 
polynomials L,(yol, ho, yllt . . . 7 ymn, \ msy be called logarithmic (bipartitionalj 
polynomials. Note that Y,,,, and L,,,, are inverse polynomials. 
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Al’ter these remarks it will not be difficult to verify the following relations 
convecting the moments &,,, ancl cumulants K,,, of a bivariate probability distrihu- 
tilon (for the unikrariate case see iordan [6, p 37-j) 
The polynomials Yn,,, and L,,, have also ii direct use in combinatorics in 
expressing the elementary symmetric functions ‘II,,,, and the homogeneous product 
sum symmetric functions h,,,,, in terms of lne p 3wer sum symmetric functions s,,, 
and l/ice versa (c.f. MacMahon [S, p. 282-2847 and Riordan [6, p. 471) 
(-l)“““nz! n! a,,,, = y,,,“(_S{J,, _Sj(J, -: ,,, . . . ,-_(m+n--l)! s ,,,,, ), 
(2.12) 
(HI + t1 - l)! s ,,,, * - (-l)“‘+‘t -*l+Ja,,, a,,,. alI. . . . . rn!n!CA ) t11rt 7 
Mix-cover. with 
znJY01~ YlO* Y117 - * ’ 7 YJ = Y,,,,kytr,, :‘Yl(), cy11. . . . C)I,J~ 
<‘k EQ = (-I)$!, 
(2.14) 
k=O, I,... 
( - 1 )“’ ’ “I?1 ! 12 ! a_ = z,,,,, (CZ(,,  h I(), I1 * , , . . , 111 ! n ! I$,,,, ), 
(2.15) 
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